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Stakeholders’ Consultation Report 
Green Action Week Campaign-2017 

October 12, 2017, Jaipur 

 
 

CUTS International in partnership with the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation 

implemented a month-long project entitled ‘Green Action Week Campaign 2017- 

‘Safer, more Sustainable Food for All’. The project was initiated in August 2017 and 

concluded in October 2017. Globally, the week is celebrated during October 01-09 every 

year. 

 

The Green Action Week (GAW) Campaign-2017 aimed to facilitate awareness 

generation among consumers of Jaipur city of Rajasthan about organic food, with focus 

on vegetables and fruits that would encourage them to shift towards sustainable 

pattern of consumption. The campaign was specifically targeted at women and youth 

amongst consumers. 

 

With the rationale of influencing consumer behaviour in favour of organic food, various 

activities in the form of workshops with school children, cottage meetings, street plays, 

signature campaign and stakeholder consultation were held in various parts of Jaipur 

city. CUTS collaborated with several civil society organisations, consumer and producer 

groups, policymakers and media to lead towards enhanced availability, affordability and 

consumption of organic food products. 

 

To mark the conclusion of the GAW Campaign, a State Level Stakeholder Consultation 

based on the theme ‘Safer, more Sustainable Food for all’ was organised at Jaipur, on 

October 12, 2017. The aim of the consultation was to advocate for a shift in policy 

towards organic consumption and production. 

 

Proceedings 

The event commenced with Deepak Saxena, Assistant Director, CUTS, welcoming 

guests and participants. He briefed participants about CUTS and its various 

interventions in the field of sustainable development. He also highlighted the need of 

campaigns, such as Green Action Week, which is an annual civil society campaign being 

organised in 29 countries with involvement of 53 civil society organisations. Saxena 
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highlighted how CUTS has succeeded in developing 100 kitchen gardens in Jaipur city 

and motivating several people, especially women and children who will lead the 

movement of change. He thanked all stakeholders for making the campaign successful.  

 

 
 

George Cheriyan, Director CUTS, in his opening remarks emphasised on expanding 

horizon of organic farming and advocated for the promotion of sustainable 

consumption which includes improvement in the quality of life by using less natural 

resources, pollutants and waste and helping the next generation to have better life. He 

also highlighted issues related to present self-certification system of participatory 

guarantee system which is leading to fraudulent practices 

and absence of strict and mandatory regulations to govern 

standards of organic food product standards and labels for 

the domestic market. He also stated that the fertiliser 

consumption in India has witnessed an alarmingly 

increasing trend from less than 1 million tonnes in mid-

60s to 25.6 million tonnes in 2014-15 which is around 25 

times when compared with three times increase in food 

grain production over the same period. Comparing land 

certified under organic farming in Rajasthan which is 9.1 

percent total certified land in India, he also highlighted 

how just 0.4 percent of net sown area of Rajasthan is under organic farming. Shifting 

focus on use of pesticide in farming, Cheriyan referred to FSSAI reports revealing 

alarming trend where the pesticide residue limit in brinjal and cauliflower was reported 

860 times above permissible level and apple and orange having pesticide residue limit 

140 percent above permissible limit. 

 

A baseline survey conducted by CUTS revealed that 97 percent people in Jaipur wanted 

to buy organic products, if available and accessible.  
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Describing about CUTS GAW initiative, Cheriyan said that we have encouraged people 

by our small effort to help them developing 100 kitchen gardens. Our GAW campaign 

was not limited to Jaipur this year, 12 other states are implementing the GAW. He said 

that this will strengthen our advocacy effort in future and commitment towards 'Safer, 

more sustainable food for all'.  

 

Nimisha Gaur, Programme Associate, CUTS, made a 

presentation on ‘Safer, more Sustainable Food for All’ by 

providing a brief overview of the campaign and responses 

generated during its course. She brought to light, the impact 

of consumerism on organic farming and highlighted the 

importance of creating awareness among key stakeholders, 

viz., producers, consumers and policymakers. She stressed 

on the need for coordinated efforts amongst them to 

support and promote organic food, which will, in turn, 

accelerate shift at the level of policymaking and 

consumption patterns. She stated that the aim of campaign was to bring out problems 

associated with the use of chemical fertilisers a n d  pesticides in farming, and drive 

consumer awareness in favour of organic farming and food.  

 

She apprised the audience that the reach of the campaign this year was extended to 

women and children by conducting ‘awareness activities’ in cottage industries, schools, 

and households. Steps to developed kitchen/rooftop gardens were also undertaken and 

100 kitchen gardens were developed at various places of Jaipur. She emphasised on the 

need of government interventions in promoting and training people on growing kitchen 

gardens and addressing challenges, such as affordability, availability and accessibility.  

 

Vikas Sitaramji Bhale, Commissioner, Department of 

Agriculture of Rajasthan Government, speaking as the 

Chief Guest of the event stated that Rajasthan enjoys 

traditional advantage to switch to organic farming as the 

present use of chemical fertilisers especially in western 

Rajasthan is still 10 kg/hectare as compared to 40 

kg/hectare in India due to its default organic soil but there 

are challenges related to production, demand and 

certification, which needs to be handled to switch to 

organic way of life. To feed the population of 125 crores without using chemical 

fertilisers and pesticides introduced during the Green Revolution and shift back to 

organic produce is a huge challenge, which needs to be addressed immediately. Bhale 

further highlighted initiatives taken by the government in the form of Paramparagat 
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Krishi Vikas Yojana in which 1150 clusters of 50 hectares each are selected to be 

converted into organic.  

 

Sheetal Prasad Sharma, Director, State Institute of 

Agriculture Management, Jaipur, in his special address 

complemented CUTS for its intervention in agriculture field. 

He said that agriculture mainly focussed in villages but CUTS is 

connecting this to semi-urban and urban. Sharma highlighted 

the negative effects of extension of Green Revolution to a level 

that it has become threating and said India lacks in the area of 

research and all the varieties of seeds available in markets are 

fertilizer responsive, making it difficult to switch organic farming in India.He opined 

that Parmparagath Krishi Vikas Yojana (Traditional Farming Improvement 

Programme)has been launched by the Government of India to develop farmer’s 

inclination towards organic farming. In view of this, the government should enact major 

policy changes in order to make organic food easily available, accessible and affordable.  

 

AK Gupta, Professor & Head, Rajasthan Agriculture 

Research Institute, Jaipur, applauded CUTS for organising 

the consultation on such a topical theme in the field of 

sustainable development. He opined that with the arrival of 

‘Green Revolution’, India has achieved food security but the 

focus has been shifted towards the issue of food safety in the 

present context. Gupta laid stress on healthy soil, which can be 

achieved with the help of integrated farming methods by 

adopting organic farming. He underlined the need to make organic inputs available and 

accessible. The stubbles of crops should not be burnt rather be utilised as an organic 

input. Speaking on sustainable development, he stated that production increased but 

not sustainability. Soil pollution, ground water depletion, reduction in forest wealth, 

reduced water per capita availability; global warming and climate change affected 

farming. Lack of employment opportunities to farmers has reduced agriculture. He also 

pointed out the need of alternate employment of farmers in dairy, poultry, etc.  

 

BD Yadav, retd. Professor of Horticulture, Rajasthan 

Agriculture Research Institute, Durgapura, Jaipur, highlighted 

ill effects of chemical fertilisers and pesticides and how by 

converting vegetable/fruits residue into manure, one can easily 

practice kitchen gardens at residence. Yadav strongly promoted 

dung manure and use of easily available resources like Nimboli, 

Neem, Akra, Dhtura as pesticides and to control termites. Yadav 

said a small initiative like planting trees at road side which can be 
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utilized by people brings behavioural change to integrate community and he has 

proposed a Participatory model of Neem Plantation along roads and highways to 

Government of Rajasthan which will benefit both citizens and farmers, who will be 

involved in plantation and maintenance of these tress. Additionally, Yadav also brought 

to light easy methods to reduce pesticide intake by giving priority to broccoli, carrots, 

Beetroots, etc., which traditionally are grown with less use of chemicals, in our food 

plates.  

 

Gajendra Sharma, Agriculture Research Officer, Pant 

Krishi Bhawan, Department of Agriculture, Government 

of Rajasthan, stated that organic is a way of life and every 

person can do it. The only thing to be taken care is how 

organic culture is developed. He said that there is a need to 

identify that which pests are our friends and which are our 

enemies. Non vegetarian pests are good for field because they 

will eat other pests. There is a need to identify and raise 

awareness about these pest categories.  

 

Amit Sharma from Kisan Call Centre (Farmer 

Call Centre), Jaipur, who has done Master’s in 

Agriculture, was the key speaker for all the meetings 

conducted during the GAW-2017. Sharma shed light 

on four major principles for identification of fresh 

vegetables/fruits which are free from chemicals.  

 Do not purchase off-season vegetables and 

fruits 

 Always buy vegetables and fruits in evening 

instead in early morning 

 Do organic farming in your house area in the form of kitchen gardens 

 Be aware of buying shining vegetables/fruits  

 

Best Kitchen Garden Award 

To appreciate the efforts for developing kitchen gardens, out of 100 gardens, one 

kitchen garden developed by Mithilesh and Kamlesh from Jawahar Nagar Kacchi Basti, 

Jaipur, was selected as best kitchen garden. A trophy along with kitchen gardening kit 

was given to them.  
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Open Discussion 

The panel discussion was followed by an open session, where participants shared their 

views on consuming organic products. While they unanimously expressed the need for 

shift from conventional to organic food, the shortcomings in the way, such as lack of 

availability of organic input especially seeds, accessibility and high rates of organic food 

were also pondered upon as a major stumbling block.Participants emphasised that 

there should be regular awareness generation regarding the accreditation and 

certification of organic products. Some participants also raised questions on the 

feasibility and right approach to develop kitchen gardens at their place, which were 

suitably answered by experts.  
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Recommendations 

1. The outlook of the government towards organic food should be oriented 

towards domestic needs and production.  

2. There should be augmentation of government policies and policy 

implementation through integrated approach to enhance availability and 

accessibility of organic farming inputs, awareness and training of farmers about 

benefits of organic farming. 

3. Increased number of retail outlets of organic products will provide ease of 

access and affordability of organic food to consumers. 

4. Consumers at urban level should be engaged in organic production and 

consumption in form of kitchen garden, which can be incentivised through 

distribution of subsidised seeds and readily available training material. 

5. People should be encouraged through policy interventions, to convert the green 

waste into vermi compost to be used in kitchen gardens.  

6. Community gardens should be encouraged along with use of road space (like 

dividers) to develop a community lead model of plantation. 

 

Vote of Thanks 

Rajdeep Pareek, Programme Officer, CUTS, summarised 

discussions and delivered vote of thanks to all participants. 

He stated that GAW, a complimentary programme of Pro 

Organic II, touched upon the urban population and its level 

of awareness and need for organic food. He emphasised on 

the need for campaigning among all stakeholders to promote 

organic food and farming at all levels. The consultation 

generated a good response from participants.  
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Media Coverage 
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List of Participants 

S.No. Name Name & Address of the Organiation 

1 Parmod Kumar Swajan 

2 Rajesh Malakar Vikasonmukh Sansthan, Naraina 

3 Raj Sharma Sakar Sanstha, Civil Lines, Jaipur 

4 Raj Kumar University of Rajasthan, Jaipur 

5 Soumana Dutta Dept. of Botany, UoR, Jaipur 

6 Ram Kumar Ugriyawas Jagrity Kendra Sanstha, Phulera 

7 Paras Kumar Ugriyawas Jagrity Kendra Sanstha, Phulera 

8 Neeta Upadhyay Orion Grens 

9 Bhawani Shankar Shorya Samaj Sevi evam Sav Vyavsay Sanstha 

10 Santosh Saini Shorya Samaj Sevi evam Sav Vyavsay Sanstha 

11 Shalu Saini Shorya Samaj Sevi evam Sav Vyavsay Sanstha 

12 Sachin Prakash Shorya Samaj Sevi evam Sav Vyavsay Sanstha 

13 Bansi Bairwa Prayas Kendra, Harsoli 

14 Vinesh Kumawat IFFCO Kisan, Jaipur 

15 M. Jhalana Doongari, Jaipur 

16 Mamta 999, MKB, Jatgatpura, Jaipur 

17 Dinesuwari Jhalana Doongari, Jaipur 

18 Vinod Kumar 1, S. Nagar 

19 Manish Saxena 1-Ga-12, Jawahar Nagar, Jaipur 

20 Mithales Jawanar Nagar 

21 Kamlesh Jawanar Nagar 

22 Vijay Godara Kisan Call Centre 

23 Abhishek Saran Kisan Call Centre 

24 Ajneshi Soni Kisan Call Centre 

25 Rajnesh  Kisan Call Centre 
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S.No. Name Name & Address of the Organiation 

26 Dheeraj Singh Khora Ladkhani, Shahpura 

27 Pratibha Prem Mandir Sansthan 

28 Neelam Prem Mandir Sansthan 

29 Dr. B.D. Yadav Prof. RARI, Durgapura, Jaipur 

30 Hari Singh Meena Kisan Call Centre 

31 Dinesh Chand Kisan Call Centre 

32 Rajat Upadhyay Orion Grens 

33 Raju Choudhary Kisan Call Centre 

34 Pukhraj Acharya Anuvarat Sansthan, Jaipur 

35 A.R. Sharma ATMA Sanstha, Jorpura, Via- Jobner, Jaipur 

36 Vinod Kumar ATMA Sanstha, Jorpura, Via- Jobner, Jaipur 

37 S.N. Sharma Gramin Arthik Samudayik Puna Nirman 
Sansthan, Sanganer 

38 Munni Devi Pandey Gramin Arthik Samudayik Puna Nirman 
Sansthan, Sanganer 

39 Ram Patti Devi Gramin Arthik Samudayik Puna Nirman 
Sansthan, Sanganer 

40 Manju Sharma Gramin Arthik Samudayik Puna Nirman 
Sansthan, Sanganer 

41 Sumit Chhabra SLPN, Jaipur 

42 Sharda Mathur SLPN, Jaipur 

43 Prabhu Lal SLPN, Jaipur 

44 Nirmala Devi SLPN, Jaipur 

45 Dr. B.L. Prnonpati Deepshikha MBU Samiti, Jaipur 

46 Dr. A.K. Gupta Dean SKN College of AgriBusiness, Jobner 

47 Asha Choudhary IIFCO Kisan Sanchar Ltd., M.I. Road, Jaipur 

48 Dr. Ritu Raj Nature Club of Rajasthan 

49 Bhoop Ram Sharma Hardev Shiksha & Jan Kalyan Sansthan, Jaipur 
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S.No. Name Name & Address of the Organiation 

50 Rainu M. Kabira Colony, Sanganer 

51 Sukhpal Dhabhai CRDC, Thali 

52 Gopal Singh Lok Sambhagi Sansthan 

53 Sawai Singh VPO- Hsiyad, Jodhpur 

54 Gagan Misra A-39, Bhan Nagar, Jaipur 

55 Neelam   

56 Mukesh Kumar Kisan Call Centre 

57 Manoj Kumar Jain Kisan Call Centre 

58 Syoji Ram Sangharsh Sansthan, Dhandholi 

59 Ramavtar Gurjar Charbhuja Balmik 

60 Chandrakanta Swajan 

61 Priya Singh Swajan 

62 Seema Devi Swajan 

63 Mahaveer Jeevan Dhara Sansthan 

64 Kalpana Swami Swajan 

65 Dr. Gajendra Sharma Pant Krishi Bhawan, Jaipurr 

66 Amit Sharma B- 204, Murlipura Scheme, Jaipur 

67 Ram Niwas Sharma Danau Khurd, Director ki Dhani, Bassi 

68 Arun Joshi Maulik Foundation, Jaipur 

69 Dr. Vinod Upadhyay Harshit Shiksha Vikas Sansthan, Jaipur 

70 Harish Chandra Hardev Shiksha & Jan Kalyan Sansthan, Jaipur 

71 Prabhu Dayal Karni Palace Road 

72 Chhagan Lal Gurjar SDGC, Heerapura, Jaipur 

73 Dr. Sheetal Sharma SIAM 

74 Ashok Aadhar Parivar Seva 

75 Sarju Aadhar Parivar Seva 
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S.No. Name Name & Address of the Organiation 

76 Subhash S. 

77 Vikas Vyas 6/338, Vidhyadhar Nagar, Jaipur 

78 Amit Kumar Sharma Sikar 

79 Lalit Bhardwaj Sarajoni Naidu Mahila Vikas evam Kalyan 
Sansthan, Jaipur 

80 Shasi Lal Banipark, Jaipur 

81 Vikram Pandey D-89, Moulik Foundation, Japur 

82 Ram Lakhan Jat Barkat Nagar, KKC, Jaipur 

83 George Cheriyan CUTS International 

84 Deepak Saxena CUTS International 

85 Dharmendra 

Chaturvedi 

CUTS International 

86 Rajdeep Pareek CUTS International 

87 Nimisha Gaur CUTS International 

88 Aakansha Choudhary CUTS International 

 


